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¿MEXICO?
•
•
•
•

130 million habitants
Forecast 2050 = 150 million people
54% has less than 30 years
Mexico is a nation where affluence, poverty, natural splendor and urban blight rub
shoulders.
• It has the second-largest economy in Latin America and is a major oil exporter.
• GDP 2018 growth 2.4 %
• ¾ population = urban areas
• Over 40% poverty level
• Informal economy still 30%
• For the past 30 years, Mexico =globalization.
• Mexico represents a large domestic market
and a solid distribution platform to Central
and South America, and to the rest of the world.

¿MEXICO?
• The left-wing, anti-establishment Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador won an overwhelming victory in the
July 2018 presidential election. Took possession on Dec 1, 2018.

• He said his priority was to tackle corruption - which he blames for social inequality as well as the
violence afflicting Mexico.
• T-MEC (NAFTA) signed 30 Nov 18, still to be ratified by Congress (Mexico’s principal trading partner is
the United States = >75% total exports. Trade between Mexico and both the U.S. and Canada has
increased more than 250% since the implementation of NAFTA in 1994. Trade with Canada has grown
160 %).
• Free trade agreements play a significant role, as more than 90 percent of Mexico’s trade takes place
under the network of 10 FTAs with 45 countries, 32 Reciprocal Investment Promotion and Protection
Agreements (RIPPAs) with 33 countries, 9 trade agreements within the framework of the Latin
American Integration Association.
• Major imports from Canada:vehicles, grains and cereals,
polymers, steel, and electrical products. Wood products,
while increasing on an annual basis, represent a small
percentage of Mexican imports.
• Exchange rate = somehow stable during 2019

MEXICO WOOD MARKET
• The market depends on IMPORTS:
70%
• Market consumption : 21 million
m3
• Domestic production: 6.7 million
m3 (2016), mainly pinewood.
• Room for improvement:
• Illegal cutting
• Outdated equipment
• Small ownership
• Rough lumber
• No variety classification (pine is
pine)
• No origin traceability
• Inefficient harvesting
technologies
• Limited forest management
• Poor infrastructure
• High costs

• Domestic lumber prefeered for furniture
(rustic, upholstered, visible wood),
carpentry, appearance grade construction
materials, flooring, cabinetry & tool
handles.

• There are exceptions with some larger
sawmills now being equipped with modern
finger joining equipment and state-of-theart dry kilns, mainly for MDF production.
• Importers in Mexico agree that the market
has been growing at a steady pace in the
last years, especially from South American
countries, specifically from Brazil (last 5
years). In terms of Canadian lumber,
importers have manifested that they have
increased their purchases, either directly
from Canadian companies or through US
brokers (in the case of Canadian softwoods
nearly 70% are sold to Mexico by a US
firm).
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Since 2012, there has been steady growth in softwood sales in this country. This growth was
particularly significant in 2018. Mexico is one of the few markets where Quebec exports as much as
British Columbia. From January to November 2018, the value of Québec's exports to Mexico
increased by 65%, compared to the same period in 2017, reaching almost $ 11 million (CAD).

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS – IMPORTED WOODS
• Most imported wood is handled by direct importers and distributors who resell the product either to the
industry (furniture, carpentry, construction, packaging), to other distributors, or to retailers or specialized
stores that handle large volumes. They are generally open to setting prices and determine their own
promotion policies.
• 500 to 600 importers/distributors, mainly located in Mexico City, Guadalajara, Monterrey, and Tijuana.
• Lumberyards are the central link in the distribution of lumber in Mexico, most of them will plane, size and
deliver; some of them offer kiln-drying. Few final customers have capacity to stock large inventories, as well
as cash flow and deficient credit sources.
• Few final customers have capacity to stock large inventories (cash flow and credit source deficiencies, not
acquainted with import proceedures.

LOGISTICS
• There are no transportation barriers to shipping Canadian softwood lumber to
Mexico—both CP Rail and CN Rail offer direct links and have many
representatives stationed in Mexico City and Monterrey.
• Canadian companies have been more competitive in the North part of the
country (Tijuana, Sonora, Ciudad Juarez, Reynosa, Monterrey). Nearly 90% of
total Canadian wood is sold in these markets.
• 62% of Canadian lumber is transported into Mexico by rail, 25% by truck, 13% by
sea (Guadalajara and CDMX). In the case of sales from US companies, nearly 90%
is by truck.
• It is important to be acquainted with Mexican borders, ports and have a reliable
logistics company which is knowledgeable about the Mexican market and
proceedures.

WHERE DOES WOOD GO IN MEXICO?
• In the past was not a well developed wood culture. Today it is used as a
finishing material in high end homes, offices, tourist resorts and hotels.
• Construction: lumber and plywood for concrete forming (cimbra)
• Material handling industry: softwood lumber, softwood plywood and OSB
for pallets and wooden crates
• Furniture and interior decoration: both softwood and hardwoods
• Export market: furniture, kitchens & doors, mostly to the US.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
• PALLETS & PACKAGING SECTOR. This sector has gained relevant importance in wood
consumption in Mexico, due to the importance of the manufacturing activity in the country, as
it represents 88 percent of total trade, representing more than 1/3 of total wood consumption.
• Mexico demands 200 million pallets per year (the average price per nationally manufactured
pallet is $7 USD, up to $12 USD for a treated pallet).
• Due to quality requirements from international companies domestic lumber is not an option.
Species are combined without restriction

• Most pallet manufacturers purchase No. 2 grade boards, and when buying 2 x 4s, they purchase
No. 3 grade economy /utility or an agreed-to mixture of the grades. Many pallet manufacturers
resaw a large quantity of the 2 x 4s into boards and in process upgrade the lower grade 2 x 4s to
higher quality boards.
• The Canadian exporter should be aware that one key requirement for pallet manufacturers is
“no wane,” and without knots on the edges. Some Mexican importers request “full size.”
•

As there is no association of packaging manufacturers, efforts need to be done directly
with companies.

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
• CONSTRUCTION SECTOR. The last quarter of 2018 was not so encouraging for construction companies in Mexico as
construction fell to its worst level in five years.
• It is important to remember Mexico’s building systems uses wood mainly for concrete forming. Common sizes used
for concrete forming are 89x89, 100x100, in 8 and 10 foot sizes. The construction industry uses both 4 inch by 4
inch “Polines” and two-by-fours, preferring full-sized rough product with little or no wane.
• In addition to lumber, softwood plywood is used extensively in the building of concrete forms. Several importers
indicated that both lumber and plywood are used multiple times before being discarded.
• While the species used are somewhat different than those in North America, wood is used extensively in interior
finishing applications such as windows, doors, interior millwork and trim, kitchen cabinetry, hardwood flooring, and
wall paneling in upscale homes. In the case of the hotel industry, tropical hardwoods are demanded for both
interior and exterior high-end construction.
• The challenge for Canadian exporters is to choose a distributor that has strong relationships with important
construction companies who can place products in important projects such as hotels, shopping centers, luxury
residential complex, offices, and government projects.
• There are a large number of small local distributors in medium and small cities who supply DIY-construction
materials. Another characteristic of distribution in this sector is that similar materials are usually sold in the same
area, so it is difficult to find cement, marble and wood doors all in the same place. However, there are some chains,
such as Construrama, Placacentro and Home Depot, which provide comprehensive product selection.
•

Wood homes, log homes, wood trusses- The concept of wooden buildings has yet to catch on.
•

Social stigma attached to living in wood homes

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
• FURNITURE SECTOR. Due to a growing population, the furniture sector in Mexico keeps growing at a steady pace. In
terms of manufacturing is estimated over 17,000 plants, of which 75 % are located in Jalisco, State of Mexico, Nuevo Leon,
Mexico City, Baja California, Chihuahua, San Luis Potosi, Coahuila, Durango and Puebla. It is estimated that the industry is
producing at only 60 percent of the installed capacity. The maquiladoras have a strong presence, representing 25 percent
of the total value of furniture production. The franchise model in the furniture industry in Mexico has not booming
• Once a buoyant business, when the country ranked third in sales worldwide, the furniture-manufacturing sector in Mexico
contracted in the last decade. Recently Mexican furniture manufacturers say they are poised and ready to grow their
business with the U.S. market, regardless of how tariffs on Chinese-made product affect the ability to source not just in
China, but other parts of Asia. While the costs in Asia are considered lower than in Mexico, the potential of higher tariffs
on Chinese-made goods made Mexico an attractive prospect. One key element is the proximity to the U.S. market and the
minimum SKUs required with an order in comparison to other Asian countries.
• An important market niche for the wood furniture was the rustic styles, but this trend has losing marketshare in the
consumer preferences. The majority of the rustic furniture is exported to the U.S. targeting the latino community. Mexico’s
production of design furniture is limited.
• Canadian exporters should be aware that only a few Mexican companies have the capacity to stock large volumes of wood.
• For manufacturing companies at the border (maquiladoras), they have informed that suppliers are identified and
selected by central offices located in the U.S.

MEXICAN MARKET SIZES & GRADING
• Each region and wood subsector has sizing differences:
• Domestic products have their own rules (1 to 6, according to knot size and
visual characteristics).
• Lower grades for construction and pallet sector; clear grades for furniture
and carpentry.

• Imported products:

• US grading is the most common
• Ask your client ¿what a number 2 means for you?

• Sometimes a lower grade will work better for the Mexican market in terms of cost-benefit
• But.. MEXICO IS NOT A DUMP……

• Mexico is very «regional»

MEXICAN MARKET PRICES
• No publications like Random Lengths or Madison’s Canadian Lumber Reporter
• Cost - prices are negotiated between buyer –seller
• Payment terms (30 to 60 days after shipment)
• FOB border/port
• Chile & Brazil offers medium long term contracts
• Mexican products and imports pay VAT = 16% upon entry of goods into Mexico. This tax is assessed on the cumulative
value consisting of the Canada plant value (invoice) of the product (s), plus the international freight (Canada–
port/border), and the insurance cost (this forms the customs value).
• Wood products from other countries pay 7-20% duties

• Most of the negotiations are in US dollars
• During the last month, prices have remained flat, and for some items, the trend is to increase. However, Mexican
importers have mentioned they haven’t seen yet any impact of the current government policies or fluctuations in the
exchange rate, that might affect their prices.
• Mexican companies seeking to import goods must have a tax number (RFC) and must also be registered on the Mexican
Registry of Importers (“Padron de Importadores”) at the Tax Administration Service

HINTS…
• Due to the size of Mexico, few distributors are able to cover the whole country. Choose at
least one distributor in each of the following four strong economic regions: Nuevo Leon
and the North, Western North Mexico (TJ and Baja), Mexico City and Central Mexico, Jalisco
and the Western Pacific area, and the Yucatan Zone.
• Be aware that Mexican Law is very strict regarding the proper submission of customs
documentation. It is strongly suggested that copies are submitted in advance to the
Mexican importer and customs broker.
• There are also two major categories of distributors—those serving national or regional
markets, and those serving major urban markets.
• Customs does not admit bark presence in lumber shipments; there has been some
rejections at the port of entry.
• Some pallet manufacturers import directly. Only some furniture/doors/windows
maquiladoras import directly. Almost none builder or developer imports directly

MEXICAN CULTURE
• Some foreign companies seeking to enter and sell their products into the Mexican
market complain about Mexican companies not answering emails or manifest interest
after met with them. The key is to have phone or whatsapp conversation.
• Unfortunately, not all Mexican buyers are 100% fluent in English, and most of the
business are based on a personal relationship, so developing a personal liaison is a
matter of essence.
• Mexican business relations are highly based on confidence and personal relations,
therefore takes time. There are importers which have been importing from the same
suppliers from long time, or even those that have a broker in the US which supplies them
from wood from diverse origins.
• It is important to get acquainted with Mexican logistics, procedures and business matters
in order to have competitive advantages versus US suppliers, which can be currently
selling Canadian products in the Mexican market.

MEXICAN CULTURE
• Mexico is a price sensitive market, but we have more educated consumers..Mexico prefers «looks
like» than other characteristics

• Not all Mexico «is your potential client», find a market niche
• Find effective logistics, and be proactive
• Review Mexican import regulations with importer/custom broker before sending shipments
• Mexico’s size and diversity are often under-appreciated by exporters.
• Phyto issues has been fixed and do not represent major issues (be aware of green lumber)
• There is no origin preference; No one really cares if it comes from Canada or the US; the market
demands certain quality at certain price, no more.

EVENTS & ASSOCIATIONS
• AFAMJAL (Jalisco Furniture Manufacturers Association)
www.afamjal.com.mx
• ANAFATA (Mexican Association of Board Manufacturers)
www.anafata.com
• CMIC (Mexican Chamber of the Construction Industry)
www.cmic.org

• CIHAC ( May- Guadalajara / October – Mexico City),
construction sector, annually
https://expocihac.com/
• TECNOMUEBLE (August- Guadalajara), furniture sector,
annually
http://tecnomueble.com.mx/index.html

• CNIM (Mexican Chamber of the Wood Industry)
www.cnim.mx

• COMACO (Mexican Council for Wood Products)
www.comaco.com.mx
• IMEXFOR (National Association of Importers and Exporters of
Forestry Products) www.imexfor.com
• CANACINTRA (National Manufacturers Association –
Construction and Furniture Sectors)
www.canacintra.org.mx

• Magna Expo Mueblera (January – Mexico City), furniture
sector, annually,
http://www.hfmexico.mx/MEMIndustrial/
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